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Open Legislature Meeting Flops;
Reps Deny MotionTo Reduce Body

Carolyn Fette

Orientation
Chairmen
Selected
By John McCullough
Student Services has announced
that this year the chairmen of the
orientation
committee
are
sophomores Carolyn Fette and Patrick
McCabe.
The
administration
representative
in
charge
of
overlooking the operation is Dean
Samway r;who stated that with the
work and cooperation of next years'
junior class" we will try to put together
the best orientation possible."
Pat McCabe, commenting on his
appointment stated: I feel very lucky
to have been chosen as Chairman. I'm
sure it will be a lot of hard work, but it
should be a very rewarding experience."
Carolyn Fette added "I'm looking
forward to planning Orientation as an
opportunity to make many new
friends and to work with Pat in
organizing a great beginning for the
incoming freshmen.
According to Dean Samway, who
was "very pleased with last years'
orientation" the key to improvement
in the process is freshmen input. The
committee plans a questionnaire to be
distributed to the freshman class in
order to determine the areas in which
improvement is needed.
Past experience has shown that
there are two important areas of
improvement necessary, namely to get
more freshmen involved in the various
activities planned for them and to
make the students who live in upper
class dorms (Southeast and Fareast)
Continued on p. 3

Patrick McCabe
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By Trudy Newhaus
Poor student attendance marked an
open Student Legislature meeting
designed to inform and clarify Student
Legislature's function held last
Tuesday. A panel discussion and
question and answer period with the
FUSA officers followed the Oak Room
meeting. Few students attended and
no one remained until the meeting
was adjourned.
Pat Cizzo, President of the
Legislature, said, "It was well
publicized and I am disappointed that
there wasn't a greater turnout on the
part of the student body."
"Everybody says the legislature does
nothing," said Rich D'Autillio,
Chairman of Government Operations,
"but they don't know and this shows
they don't-care. If they wanted to
know, and they do care, they would
have come."
Both Gizzo and D'Autillio feel that
much of the criticism the legislature
receives is unfounded, which Is
illustated by the fact that when the
legislature made *. special effort to

report directly to the students, they
did not respond.
At the meeting, the legislature
adopted a new Constitution as revised
under the Dorrigan administration.
There were many minor changes that
had to be made to bring it up to date,
but the only major revision was the
amendment to formally recognize the
office of Executive Director and its
function.
Executive Director will be an appointed position by the FUSA
President requiring the approval of the
legislature. His/her main duties will be
to oversee the Executive and provide
for it running efficiently, to take the
place of the President, by the
President's discharge, when the
President of FUSA cannot be present,
to assist the President of FUSA in any
capacity required.
A second amendment proposed and
rejected was signed to reduce the size
of the legislature from the present 36
membered body to one of only 27
members. The reduction would
become effective in the next election

of legislature representatives, and
would only make a slight alteration in
the present student-representative
ratio. Presently, each legislator
represents
approximatgely . 75
students; however with only 27
members, each legislator would
represent a constituency of about 100
students.
- _
Nancy Donahue, the Attorney
General, pointed out that a change in
the number was necessary because:
(1) With an odd number of people in
the body, a vote will never be evenly
split; (2) With fewer positions, only
those willing to work will be elected;
(3) The reduced number would make
the legislature less cumbersome. The
figure of 27 was derived by dividing
the total number of students that
attend Fairfield (2760) by 100.
Chris Newhall, a representative of
Far East, said 'The change in membership to an odd number is good, but
the number should not be reduced to
27 because the positions are not
filled." She feels the negative attitude

Student Services Gives
Ground On RA'S Demands
By GIGI BYRON
Poor communication, lack of administrative organization, lack bf
professionalism, duty switches are the
headings under which are listed
twelve specific complaints that the
Resident Advisors handed to Don
Hastings (Assistant7 Director of
Housing) and Phyllis Rogge (Director
of Residence) at their weekly staff
meeting last Sunday.
One R.A commented that "the list
was drawn up by a few of the R.A.s.
We read the list and talked about the
complaints, through, and decided that
it represented the views of the
majority of us."
Three of the R.A.'s objections were
rectified at the meeting. As of now the
R.A.s can switch their on-duty nights
with those of another R.A. in the
building as long as they both sign a
form and notify Student Services at
least 48 hours in advance. Two other
changes made are that discipline
reports will no longer be read openly,
to all R.A.'s present at staff meetings,
as had been the practice. Many R.A.'s
considered this to be an an invasion
on the privacy of the individual
student
"I'm pleased with the changes" one
R.A. said, "but I can't help saying that
they should have been made long
ago."
Another R.A. said that he was
pleased with Sunday night's meeting,
once concerning Rogge and Hasting's
attitudes at the meeting, he "couldn't
really ask for anything more. It's just a
shame it took a letter to the paper to
get anyone to listen."
When questioned about the letter to
the Minor, he commented that
"people should realize it wasn't just a
first measure. It was really a last resort
to try to get some changes made."
Another outcome of the staff
meeting is a committee composed of
one R.A. from each dorm, Phyllis
Rogge and Don Hastings. The committee will investigate the other
objections listed by the R.A.s and
determine the feasibility of making
these changes. R.A.s from each individual dorm will decide who will
represent them on the committee.
One R.A. feels that "this committee

will hopefully take a deeper look into
the R.A.'s concerns than the committee from the University Council
sounds like they're going to do. We
(the R.A. committee) are in a better
position. After all, we know the
problems and concerns of the R.A.s;
we not only hear about them, we
experience them. This gives us a
certain viewpoint, a certain empathy
that no one else can have."
When asked about the role of
Student Services with regard to the
Resident Advisors, another R.A.
stressed the importance of "getting
backed upon matters of discipline. If I

write a kid up and send him down to
Student Sevices, and they just tell him
not to do it again, it makes me look
like a fool. The kid realizes I have no
power."
Regarding the judicial board she
commented, "It's a joke. They ask
ridiculous questions and make' you
feel like you're the one on trial instead
of the student. Also they all (the
judicial board) had copies of the
report I had written up, but I didn't. I
was expected to remember what I had
written a month before."
Another R.A. felt that it was imContinued on p. 3

already taken .toward .the legislature
would be further enhanced by
reducing the number. In addition, a
more extensive_representation can be
given, and a larger diversification of
ideas can be received, with a large
membership.
Barbra DOnofrio stated tha' "we are
one of the only small 'schools that has
such a large legislative body" The
majority legislators did not feel that a
sufficient reason for reducing the
number existed.
"We shouldn't rule out the
possibility of a full turnout by limiting
the size of the legislature," said Joe
Murphy, a- representative from
Gonzaga. "It is noj cumbersome, and
only those willing to work will come."
The legislature voted and decided on a
membership of 35.
Within two weeks, the Constitution
will come before the students in a
referendum for their approval. A 50%
plus one majority, of the total number
of votes cast, is needed for it to pass.
The Constitution is available to all
students and can be obtained either
from their legislature representative or
in the FUSA office.
Just prior to adjournment, Fr. Fitzgerald addressed the legislature,
discussing the Recreation Center now
under construction.
'The Sports Complex has a long
history;" said Fr. Fitzgerald, "and has
been under discussion prior to my own
arrival at Fairfield. Years ago we had
been hearing from the student leaders
that a sports complex was desirable by
the students and greatly needed.
Commenting on the feeling that
student opinion had been overlooked
in the development of the Rec Center
Fr. Fitzgerald pointed out that due to
the time span, "many people over the
years have had an input, and all the
aspects of the University have been
consulted at one time or another. The
process of consultation has to stop
somewhere in order to get things
done," he said, "and I believe it is an
oversight if the present student body
was not informed, but the majority
was not here to be consulted."

Burt Ticket Investigation
Reports Conflicting Answers
By Tony Tarnell
"It is a pity for the students to pay
$5,000 a year and then get slapped in
the face the way we are," stated senior
Ned Burt, chairman of the basketball
ticket investigation committee, in a
recent interview. The 27-person Ad
Hoc committee was formed when over
200 student ticket holders, as well as
public ticket holders, were refused
admission to the January 23 lona
basketball game.
Burt's committee was sanctioned by
the Student Legislature, and divided
into five sub-committees, which
would question C. Donald Cook,
Athletic Director, interview Dean
Schimpf and Dean Samway of Student
Services, speak with the Fairfield Fire
Department, and keep students informed on the progress of the committee. The sub-committees would
search for Student Services' and the
Athletic Department's reasons for
turning students away from the lona
game.
Burt pointed out that on 'Tuesday,
February 21, the three principal subcommittees went to see Cook,

Samway and Schimpf at the same
time." He continued that "we wanted
to ask the same questions, and see if
we got conflicting answers. We did get
conflicting and contrasting answers to
some of the questions, which we
found rather strange."

the basketball games had a maximum
seating capacity of 1500. Schimpf
pointed out that "a couple of bad
Continued on p. 3

The questions centered on the lona
game, the $20 athletic fee, and the
procedure for the fire department.
Burt added that when asked what the
student's athletic fee guaranteed thev^
student in terms of basketball tickets,
Schimpf replied that it entitled every
student to a ticket and a seat, while
Samway and Cook said that it just
guaranteed the student a ticket.
Oean William Schimpf of Student
Services, commented that "before you
can look at the actuality of the
problem with the basketball tickets,
you must look at the history of our
gym facility." Schimpf pointed out
that back in 1972 the Stag basketball
team played all their major home
games at the New Haven arena, and
minor games were played in the gym.
Originally, the gym was separated into
two parts, and the half which housed

C. Donald Cook
Ed Hatton photo
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Highlights of Week's Happenings
World
By Eileen Fields
China's New Prime Minister
Hau Keng-feng, the Chairman of the Chinese
Communist Party, has been reappointed as Prime
Minister, it was announced earlier this week. The
59-year-old Mr. Hau was elected by the National
People's Congress, the fifth Chinese nominal
legislature since the establishment of the
Communist government in 1949. Also elected to
an honorary post of chairman of the Standing
Committee was 80-year-old Marshal Yeh Chienying, a respected leader in China. The
legislature's decision left Teng Hsiao-ping, who
most believe wields real power, as First Deputy
Prime Minister and third ranking member of the
party behind Mr. Hau and Mr. Yeh.
Ship Industry at Lowest Ebb
World Shipbuilding is at its lowest point in a
decade, with one-third of the world's tanker
tonnage idled and the ship-building business cut
in half. Cut-throat competition for the few new
orders is getting worse as new governmentbacked shipyards in developing countries have
been reducing prices to earn foreign exchange
and keep workers employed. Brazil, India, and
Taiwan are now building ships for export, and
Western industrial nations and Japan are in deep
trouble because of the slump in the industry.
Begin Urges New Peace Talks
Prime Minister Menachem Begin sent a secret
message to President Anwar el-Sadat of Egypt
through American diplomatic channels this
week, reportedly urging resumption of direct
negotiations between their two nations. The
letter was in response to one Mr. Begin received
from Mr. Sadat last week. Although the Prime
Minister consulted key officials of his government on the reply, he withheld full details of the
correspondence from the Cabinet. Mr. Begin told
reporters that peace negotiations between the
two countries should be resumed.

Nation
Coal Pact Rejected:
Taft-Hartley Action
The United Mine Workers union rejected by
more than a two to one vote the proposed strike
settlement to end their 90-day walkout. President
Carter has invoked the Taft-Hartley Act, which is
an 80-day back to. work order. Union President
Arnold Miller believes fewer than half will obey
the order to return to work and will try to stop
those who do return. Coal supplies in the East are
dwindling, and non-union shipments of coal
from the West may be stopped.
Final Prisoner Exchange
The last round of prisoner exchange between
the United States and Mexico took place this
week, with another 48 American prisoners
returned from Mexican jails. A chartered jet
picked up 36 Mexican prisoners serving time in
Texas and San Diego and flew them to Mexico
City. With the completion of the exchange,
which began as the result of a treaty signed last

Locations
To Serve You

m

LINCOLN
MEMORIAL

dEFFERSON
MEMORIAL

year, 281 United States prisoners were returned
and 304 Americans remain in Mexican jails
because they do not qualify for repatriation.
Hustler Owner Shot
Larry Flynt, the owner of the Hustler Magazine,
was shot down and critically wounded on the
street in Lawrenceville, Georgia earlier this week.
Mr. Flyht, who has been involved in a number of
obscenity and pornography cases around the
country, was shot shortly after spending the
morning testifying at his trial on an obscenity
charge. Shortly after the shooting, State Court
Judge G. Hughel Harrison announced a mistrial
and dismissed the jury. Mr. Flynt's lawyer, Gene
Reeves, was also wounded. The police said the
assailants were two men who pulled up alongside
Mr. Flynt and his lawyer in a car. Mr. Flynt
professed to have become a 'Tborn-again
Christian" under the guidance of President
Carter's sister, Ruth Stapleton, a faith healer who
went to Lawrenceville to see how Mr. Flynt is.
Supreme Court Reviews
Pennsylvania Law
The Supreme Court announced this week that
it would take a closer look at a Pennsylvania
abortiorr law that limits the choices that a
physician has in performing operations. The law
requires physicians to preserve the ife of a fetus
if there is reason to believe it is viable. Under the
original Supreme Court ruling, states may not
prohibit abortions during the first 13 weeks of a
pregnancy and may only do so during the seond
13 weeks to protect the health of the mother.
Under the Pennsylvania law, the state could
potentially interfere with an individual's right to
such an operation for the last 20 to 26 weeks of
pregnancy, depending on a physician's individual estimate of viability.

i®

Waterbury
West Hartford
Fairfield

PIES AND THINGS FOR TAKE HOME

Tri-State
Defense Says 'Dr. X' Was Framed
The lawyer defencfin Dr. Mario E. Jascalevich
against charges that he killed five hospital
patients in New Jersey by injecting them with
curare saidN the surgeon was framed by
colleagues trying to cover their own ineptness.
The lawyer/Raymond A. Brown, also said in his
opening statement at the start of the trial in
Superior Court in Hackensack, New Jersey that
the doctors in the alleged frame-up were aided
by overzealous prosecutors and newspapers. The
trial of Dr. Jascalevich, known only as Dr. X in
earlier accounts, is expected to last three or four
months.
Nurses Strike In Norwalk
About -260 registered nurses at Norwalk
Hospital in Connecticut are striking the hospital,
seeking higher pay and a better shift-rotation.
The nurses' contract expired September 30, and
negotiations with the aid of a Federal mediator
broke off Friday, the day before the strike began.
Supervisory personnel, nurses from other
hospitals, practical nurses and volunteers art
caring for the 194 patients in the hospital. The
strike is the first against the hospital, and the first
by the union, the Connecticut Health Care

*
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PERSONAL - Sweet Loose Tooth •
The tooth fairy's coming. March 15,
8:00 P.M. Oak Room
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Your First
Lesson Is

FREE!
CALL NOW
and you won't ever "sitthe-next-one-out" again!

259-2442
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• SHEET MUSIC
• MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
• ACCESSORIES

8:00 A.M. - 10:00 P.M.
8:00 A.M. - 12:00 MIDNIGHT
9:00 A.M. - 10:00 P.M.

255-2881
1863 Post Road FairfieW CT

WE ARE ALSO OPEN FOR BREAKFAST

Dailey's
Flower Shop

HUSTLE!
for the
price of one"

28 OF YOUR FAVORITE VARIETIES OF PIES
MON. & THURS.

Association, which represents 2,300 nurses at
nine Connecticut hospitals.
Koch Takes Control of
Model Cities Aid
Mayor Koch took control of New York City's
federally financed $34.3 million anti-poverty
Model Cities Program by moving the central
administration to City Hall under Deputy Mayor
Herman Badillo and ordering the dismissal of
clerical help and the hiring of poverty-area
residents. 'The poor haven't received the
assistance hey should have," the Mayor said at a
news conference. "In the past,the money has not
been properly used and City Hall didn't seek to
supervise management reforms." His direct
control of the program was one of the reform
promises in his mayoral campaign.
New Provost at Yale
Abraham S. Goldstein, former dean of the Yale
Law School from 1970 to 1975, was named this
week to the second highest post at Yale
University as provost. He will take over his duties
on June 30, when he becomes chief educational
and administrative officer after the President.
The decision of the Yale Corporation, which is
the equivalent of a board of trustees, was announced by Yale's new president, A. EJartlett
Giamatti, named last December;

••••••••••••••••**
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Hustler

Ticket Investigation
Continued from p. 1
things were happening. Not all the
students could get to New Haven for
the games, and the benefit that could
be derived from the basketball team
wasn't.
At this point, the University decided
to tear down the wall which separated
the two gyms and doubled the seating
capacity. The seating capacity now is
3,034 and 250 standing. Upon completion of the gym, the Athletic
Department and Student Services had
to decide how they would work the
ticket distribution. Schimpf pointed
out that "the student government
suggested the athletic fee, which we
accepted." The athletic fee, which is
$20 a year, is broken down between
the funding of clubs and tickets for all
home athletic contests. When all the
mathematics are figured out for
athletic contests, it comes out to 33
cents per game, per student.
C. Donald Cook pointed out that
"although my concern is with the
students getting into the gym, my
primary concern is for the safety of the
3,284 crowd as well as the players,
press, concession workers, and CPTV."
When asked about the problems
with the lona game, Cook replied that
"perhaps the judgment of the fire
marshal was a little fast." Cook
detailing the procedure for giving
tickets stated, "the tickets for the lona
game were available during last
semester's exams, however very few
students picked them up. Usually after
12 p.m. the day of the game, tickets go
on sale to the public. However, for the
lona game, tickets were allowed to be
picked up until game time by the
students."
Cook continued, stating "without
consultation, the building was closed
by the fire marshal. We did not oversell the gym. If I was going to over-sell
the gym to make money on the lona
game, I would have opened the sales
to the general public at 12 p.m."
Ned Burt pointed out that his subcommittee went to the Fairfield Fire
Department and found, contrary to
past allegations by the Athletic
Department, that the fireman who had
closed the door was a veteran of the
force. Burt elaborated that "not only
was the fireman who closed the door
not a rookie, but the Fairfield Fire

Demands
Continued from p. 1
portant for Student Services to be
more open to R.A. input. "It's stupid
for them to alienate the R.A.s" he said.
"They're just hurting themselves in the
long run. Already they've experienced
a result. They got a really low turnout
of students applying to be R.A.s next
year. If they make the job seem undesirable, not many students are going
to want the job, and they won't get
good people to come out for it."
The Committee on Community Life
(a subcommittee of the University
Council) meets this week to continue
discussion on the role of the Resident
Asvisors on campus and their investigation into this role.

Department backed his decision 100
percent." When asked where the fault
lay, Burt stated that "if they (the
Athletic Department) saw that this
problem could possibly exist, they
should have done something in the
past." He continued that it was a
betrayal in trust on the part of the
Athletic Department." Burfs final
comment was that "Cook is a good
guy. I hate to see him getting this
hell— but he really had no say." When
asked to elaborate, he said "Student
Services took things out of his hands.
Concerning ticket problems with
the University of Connecticut game,
Cook pointed out that "56 students did
not get their tickets for the game."
When asked for the cause of this, Cook
said "For six years the athletic fee
program has been a workable system."
We (the Athletic Department) play a
percentage on these games. After
season ticket holders, the press, tickets
to the other school, only 1700 students
are able to get tickets. This always
means that 1,000 students will be
without tickets." He continued that
"for a good game (Holy Cross,
University of Connecticut) 1500 -1600
students pick up tickets. That would
still leave 100 tickets for public sale.
Mathematically, it Joes not work out,
but percentage-wise it does." Cook
stated that "when the system gets
'sabotaged' it can be beat."
By 'sabotaged', Cook is referring to
the letter asking for 100 percent ticket
pickup passed around by Butt's
committee. Schimpf expanded on this,
saying "you can prove a system does
not work, but if people didn't try to
beat it, it would. Schimpf pointed out
that "250 students picked up tickets
that did not even go to the contest."
Cook pointed out that "by comparing
the past records of ticket distribution
for this season, 17 percent of the
people who picked up their tickets for
the University of Connecticut game
never before had."
Leo B. Czajowski, the State Fire
Marshal, was called by students who
feared that the Athletic Department
had again oversold the game, creating
afire hazard. Czajowski stated, "I was
in Capt. Darrows' (Chief of Fairfield
Fire Department) office on routine
when he received a phone complaint

Chairmen
Continued from p. 1
feel more at ease since these dorms
are unoccupied for the most part
during orientation.
Last years' orientation, choired by
MaryAnn Daly & Jim Hoefner was
considered by most to be a success.
Gary Jones, a freshmen, stated that"
orientation, for me, was a good experience as I had a lot to do and I felt
that I belonged here." The sense of
belonging at the university is the most
important aspect of the orientation,
and is the feeling which the orien-j
tation committee hopes to instill inl
next years' freshmen with thisj
program.

The Brick Walk 122S Poet Road, F«lrf laid, Connecticut 06430,
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from students, saying that they feared
the basketball game was again
oversold."
Czajowski responded by making a
personal inspection during the
contest, so the seating capacity would
not be broken. He placed firemen at
every entrance with counters, and
every exit was well guarded to prevent
a sneak entry. After the game he told
Dean Schimpf "the amount of people
was very close to capacity." He
continued that "a re-evaluation would
be needed." This re-evaluation would
most likely result in a lowering in the
seating capacity, which would put the
students in a worse situation.
When asked what are the possible
solutions to avoiding a repeat of the
lona situation, Cook replied that "I'll
never go through another night like
lona again! I don't want to see the
system changed and the students get
burned, however if the system needs
to be changed, it will."

Campus Notes
78 and 79 Resident
Advisors Sought
Resident Advisor applications for the 1978-79
academic year are available in Student Services.
The deadline is March 22, I978. Students of 79
and '80 and gradute students are eligible to
apply.
Bloodmobile Returns Today
The Student Nurses Association will be
sponsoring the Red Cross Bloodmobile again on
March 9, from 11:30 to 4:30. It will take place in
the Oak Room.
A Special Dinner wil be offered to the floor
which donates the highest number of pints.
Join Peace Corps or VISTA
Good news! Peace Corps and VISTA, federallyfunded volunteer programs, will be looking for
applicants from the university, Monday and
Tuesday, March Band 14, at the Career Planning
Office, North Benson Road, between the hours of
10 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Persons interested in being
considered for either of these programs should
contact Ms. Evelyn Taylor at the Career Planning
Office for an application and interview appointment. Bruce Shearouse, former VISTA in
Washington, D.C, will conduct the interviews.
Alpha Mu Gama Meeting Set
There will be a mandatory Alpha Mu Gama
meeting Monday, March 13, at 7 p.m. in Cm. All
members must attend. Smorgasbord will be
discussed and final decisions made. If you
cannot attend, contact Carol, Box 1958 or cal1
255-6092.
Initiation for new members will be March 15 at
8 p.m. in the Faculty Meeting Room. All
members are urged to come.

A UNIQUE ACCREDIT PROGRAM Id HUMAN COMMUNICATION WITH AN ADDED
EMPHASIS ON VIDEO FOR CORPORATE. POLITICAL, UNO EDUCATIONAL USE.
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
CORPORATE AND POLITICAL COMMUNICATION

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY, Fairfield, Ct. 06430,

ANNING, WRITING, and PRODUCTION

Black Week
Currently at the University of Hartford under
sponsorship of the UofH-based Black People's
Union, Black "Week, an annual program, is being

held.
This afternoon, March 9, at 4 and 8 p.m., a
Program Council film will be screened in
Holcomb Commons at the student union. Title is
"The Education of Sonny Carson." Admission is
75 cents.
Saturday, March 11, the B.P.U. will sponsor a
semi-formal dance at 6 p.m. at the Ramada Inn in
East Hartford. Tickets are $10 for students, with a
$15 donation by guests. Proceeds of this dinnerdance event will benefit the B.P.U. Scholarship
Fund.
Tickets may be obtained in Room 120, B.P.U.
headquarters in the student union. For reservations, phone 243-4710.
Sunday, March 12, Black Week 78 will close
with a 6:30 p.m. fashion show in Holcomb
Commons at the student union. General admission is 75 cents, with proceeds intended for
the Dr. John E. Rogers Scholarship Fund.
Coordinators of the event are Joan M. Barr, a
liberal arts sophomore from Hartford, and Renee
Wyatt, a sophomore in sociology from White
Plains, N.Y.
George Elliot To Read
George Elliot, novelist and poet, will hold a
reading of his work at the university on Wednesday, March 15, from 3:30 to 5 p.m. in the
Faculty Dining Room at the Campus Center. The
reading will be open to the public free of charge.
Refreshments will be served afterwards.

Good
Times
Cafe
Rte. 1 County Mall Norwalk 847-0216
Mon.
Shots 50*
9-10

ROCK

PLUS

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE
IN
VIDEO PLANNING,
WRITING & PRODUCTION

Tony Ponte, recent winner of
Fairfield's pool tournament,
about to make a carefully
planned shot. [Photo by Tom
Bisignano]

Wed.
$1 cover
Free Draft
8-9:30

BEST
Fri. Sat.
only
$1 cover
Party til
3:00 AM

EVERY
NIGHT

Tues.
Draft 250
Drinks $1.00]
all night

BANDS
Thur.
iLadies Drinks,
250
8-10

Come 'n' Party
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Drift To Business
Hurts Liberal Arts
"The business of America," said
Calvin Coolidge, "is business."
Coolidge's point is irrefutable. With a
Gross National Product amounting to
over two trillion dollars, America and
business have truly grown together in
what has been called "the greatest
success story in history." In recent
years this relationship has spread to the
point where it can now be said that
"the business of college is business."
The recent decision to create a
business school here is reflective of
this trend.
A century ago, college education in
America was reserved for the leisure
classes. One went to college to learn a
social style, not to get hot and stuffy
about grades. Graduates found jobs
easily. During thi^era, the liberal arts
constituted the whole of the undergraduate curriculum •
In the past twenty five years all of
this has changed. In 1950, the liberal
arts constituted three fourths of the
curriculum at Jesuit colleges. Today, at
Fiarfield University, it is down to only
half. Clearly, the liberal arts are
declining, but why, and what can be
done about it?
The reason why is that the demand
for technical and business training is
on the rise. Of the 14 million persons
currently enrolled in American institutions of higher learning, about 60
per
cent
are
majoring
in
preprofessional studies such as accounting or marketing. For the most
part, these students care only about
landing a job. While this is a laudable
ambition as far as it goes, the disturbing effect of the trend is that it is
creating many students who have only
specialized knowledge in their fields of
concentration, and are ignorant of
America's culture and society. Many
students at Fairfield University have
developed tunnel vision.
Students do get hot and stuffy about
grades now. The competition is
tremendous, especially in the business
majors, because "that^s where the jobs
are." This is a disturbing development.
One gets the feeling that the job is all
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the business majors think about, and
not the aesthetics of learning. They
criticize the liberal arts as irrelevant
and boring, yet few of them admit to
being turned on by learning how to
market Stop and Shop frozen waffles.
The liberal arts are clearly taking a
beating at the hands of this
vocationalism; since 1970 over 80
liberal arts institutions have closed due
to a lack of students. Their decline is
much more dramatic in light of the fact
that they are not truly "liberating"
(intellectually)^ most students any
longer. Ironically, the solution for the
liberal arts may be the use of better
marketing techniques. The value of the
liberal arts can not be questioned,
since they have guided Western man's
intellect throughout history, yet they
must be made more attractive to
collegians, and made to display the
relevance that they have always had.
Courses in the humanities must be
improved, reworked, and presented
with a slant towards the interests of the
disinterested student. The problem is
clear, and so is the solution: the liberal
arts must start liberating again, lest the
business of business overcome the
business of learning.

Prejudice
Remains
Here
Recently The New York Times
published the results of its 1978 survey
on race relations in America. The
survey was a follow-up on the' 1968
Kerner Report on Race relations, which
was put forth by the National Advisory
Commission on Civil Disorders. The
conclusion of that report was that "Our
nation is moving towards two societies,
one black, one white - separate and
unequal." The conclusion of the recent
Times survey was that this condition
has worsened.

We need not read The New York
Times to observe the separation of
black and white. It is all around us at
Fiarfield University. Of the 2700
students at Fairfield only about 100 are
black. With notable exceptions, blacks
stay with their black friends and whites
stay with their white friends, and rarely
do the two mingle at campus1 functions. EJeyond the exceptions, the two
groups are distinctly separate.
Why is this? It is a complex problem,
but one reason is that many on both
sides are afraid to break the ice.
Further, racism on the part of many
whites is present here, and this sentiment has been the source of more
than one Bunkerish slur. Lastly,
because of the difference in numbers it
is easier for the groups to ignore one
another, and, except for a rare meeting
on the basketball court or the cafeteria,
life goes on without contact between
the two. Fairfield may be a microcosm
of American society in this respect, and
the separation appears as if it is here to
stay.
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'Anarchy's'' Promise

By Ned Barnett
Every time somebody runs for office around
here one of the loudest cries of the campaign is
for more communication. Communication is a
term with a vaugeness that appeals to politicans
and that may well be why they repeat it with
such consistency. But, despite themselves, they
have a point.
Although this campus is small enough that
everyone knows who did what to who within 24
hours after the event, no one seems to know
what is going on with the government, the
faculty or the administration. Ignorance tends to
aid apathy and it may be the cause underlying
the inactivity of students here. Certainly it's
worth finding out if ignorance causes apathy by
informing the students. But how to inform them?
This newspaper and general advertisements
help, but they tend to be limited by their medium
to dispensing limited versions of many
developments and nothing of others. What is
needed is instant and direct communication
between the individuals involved with projects
and responsibilities and the students who will be
affected.
Up to now such a medium could not be found
until it emerged a few weeks ago in the curious
form of radio anarchy. This campus talk show
lets members of the student government and
other organizations speak directly to students
and also to receive feedback via telephone calls
to the station.How much more effective would Mark
Dorigan have been if he had participated in these
give and take sessions with the students every
few weeks? How much better informed would
the students be if Ned Burt could communicate
with them directly over the phone about the
basketball ticket situation?
The "Radio Anarchy" show, even at its most
adolescent moments has done more than
anything I can think of to inform me about what
students are thinking about and what they want.

The concept of instant two way communication
between students underlying the "Anarchy"
show has already brought people together. For
one thing it's brought WVOF back on campus.
Usually an obscure dimension of campus which
no one paid much attention to except perhaps to
listen to basketball. WVOF now has nearly half
the campus — and the beach — huddled around
the radio on Sunday's at 11 p.m.
The radio station has caught hold of a
powerful and exciting concept with the
"Anarchy" show.
If the station carefully nurtures the idea
refining it to its most effective form. "Radio
Anarchy" could do a lot to turn this campus
around and send it off in the right direction.

Letters
Recently the Mirror has
noticed a drastic decline in the
number of Letters to the
Editor. Specifically, we did not
receive a single letter last
week. We don't think that our
campus — or our newspaper
— should go without comment. We're sure that you
have something to say. We are
planning to install a mailbox in
the Campus Center soon but in
the meantime you can get
your letters to us through any
Mirror staff member or by
bringing them to our office on
the .ground floor of Loyola.
They will be printed verbatim,
space permitting. Let us hear
what you have to say.
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Commentary
Thoughts On O'Brien and Stagmania
By GARY GENTILE

Cheers to:
—All those teachers who postponed Friday
tests and assignments. Even Dr. Deak made it on
the good list. Heaven will repay your kindness as
long as you continue with the same pattern when
the N.l.T.'s come around.
—All those who made it to Providence on
Thursday and made it difficult for the U.R.I,
radio station to broadcast over them.
—The hockey players and their never-ending
spirit. You guys don't puc around.
—The library for keeping its heat at an almost
bearable temperature.
—Ned Burt, as he pursues the lona ticket
situation. Co ge 'em, Ned.
—Ecumenical day for giving us a short week.
—The Northwest I vodka party.
—The ski team for making a good show on
Saturday.
—All those still wearing their Stagmania
buttons.
—The pep rally. Yes, Space, you would make a
good politician.
. To the legislature forimaking an honest effort
to encourage student participation by holding an
open meeting in the Oak Room Tuesday night.
Too bad people didn't turn out. Maybe it would
be better if you not only advertised the meeting
but also the agenda, and throw in some speakers
such as President Fitzgerald, Ned Burt, Vinny
O'Brien or Mark Dorigan.
To WVOF's "Radio Anarch'/' hosts Burt Kearns
and Ed Coyne for making Improvements in the
show every week. Good idea bringing in a guest
from S.E.C. for the first couple hours.
To the Stag-Her Inn for finally setting up a big
screen for sporting events. Hope it will keep up.
To all the people who participated in the fast
yesterday. Good to see so many people around
here care.
To the business department for finally
managing to run smooth registration.

Boos
Boos to:
—All those teachers who didn't postpone their
Friday tests. Maybe you were too busy constructing a bell curve to hear about the outbreak
of Stagmania. See how many kids sign up for
your courses next year.
-Lady Luck and Father Fate for hurting Balk's
leg, for caving in the Hartford Civic Center, for
letting the Providence refs still be alive and for
never giving the hockey team a break.
-Whoever decided that you needed an
executive key to get into the Canisius II ladies
room.
—The Friday night storm for keeping the
campus people away from 25-cent beers.
—The bookstore for consistently sending their
books back too early every year.
—The Providence coach who had trouble
taking his foot out of his mouth.
To Vinny O'Brien for his cabinet picks. Just the
same old faces and legislature leftovers. With the
team you've got Vinny, it's clear you weren't
searching for "The best and the brightest."
To the commuters for complaining for the last
three eons about no place to hang out and then
turning around and completely ignoring the new
commuter lounge.
To Butt Kearns (Ed Groin's other side) for
daring to make threats against this newspaper
over the air on WVOF last Sunday. Don't try
messing with this column Butt. Everyone knows
that this column is the most powerful institution
on campus. The pen is mightier than the mike!

Today, you will get two for the price of one
since there are two things which I would like to
discuss with you. One concerns the goals which I
would like to see the new president, Vinnie
OBrien, reach next year. The second part of this
comment deals with Stagmania — my perceptions of it and what I think it means. Stay
tuned.
First off — to the newly elected President of
F.U.S.A., Vinnie O'Brien, please find enclosed a
list of goals which I feel come attached to your
recent election victory.
CONCERNING ELITISM: I wish you would do
two things to end this problem. One: publish in
the Mirror a list of the members of your new
administration. Let people know who the unelected members of government are and what
they're, responsible for. Two: do something about
the size of the Legislature. This has been talked
about for years, and I think it is time to introduce
legislation which would reduce the size of the
Legislature to no more than 16 people. This
would certainly make it a more cohesive and
effective group.
CONCERNING ACTION: Draw up a list of
goals to be accomplished next year. Not too
many and not unrealistic ones. These goals
should include such things as (1) ending the
ticket problem; (2) attacking the R.A.'problem;

(3) opening up communication between the
students and the administration; (4) getting the
Student Government sanctioned by the
President, etc. Publish these goals and send
copies to the President Fitzgerald, to the administration, to the faculty. Finally, actively
pursue these goals and I'm sure that the students,
faculty and administration will gain a new
respect for F.U.S.A. when it actually begins to
accomplish things.
CONCERNING YOU PERSONALLY: Get a
haircut. Hey, only kidding. Just a funny comedygag routine.
Vinnie, for once the President of F.U.S.A. has
tremendous support from all parts of the
University community. We will all work together
to help you in these endeavors. With all this
support and help, take advantage and make
F.U.S.A. more creative and effective. You can do
it.
DEFINITION: Stagmania, Stag-man-i-a. A
condition which afflicts Fairfield University
College students during the basketball season.
Symptoms — acting like apeshit, holding pinky
and index finger in the air while wiggling them,
attending basketball games, massive screaming
and yelling. Cure: .400 season.
Well, we did it. This year was exceptionally

great for our basketball team. A 23-3 record, ;
outstanding game against U.R.I, and a berth in
the N.l.T.'s. All in all, it was a great year for the
Fairfield Stags. Also, it was a great year for
Stagmania — the fans really gave the team
tremendous support.
And that's my beef. Now, I'm not an athletic
person and I really only like three sports —
Basketball, Baseball and Swimming. However, I
still think that I can raise this simple question —
where was Stagmania last year? More importantly, where will it be next year? Perhaps this
is a picaune point to make and maybe I'm no one
to talk, but after watching our team go as far as
they did this year, I think that they deserve more
than to be subjected to the fickle behavior of the
fans. Stagmania should occur every year for our
team, no matter what their record. Maybe then
the Athletic Office wouldn't oversell games on
the assumption that many people won't go.
Simply put, our basketball team deserves a
tremendous amount of praise and support —
every year. They've done a super job and I wish
them all the luck in the N.l.T.'s.
P.S. Special praise should go to the
Cheerleaders, especially to the short, darkskinned one on the far right, as they stand with
their backs to you. Keep up the good work. And
that's what I think.

CELEBRATE
ST. PATRICK'S DAY AT

LUIGre APIZZA
AND RESTAURANT

THE SURFSIDE CAFE

for real Italian food in Fairfield
Lasagna»Manicotti • Ravioli• Spaghetti

Many Drink Specials And Irish Music
Friday, March 17th 7:00-2:00am

APIZZA.GRINDERS
Eggplant »Veal Parmesan *Antipasto

ALSO

FREE DELIVERY MON. THRU THU.
Call between 8 & 10 p.m.
1stDeliverys8p.m.
2nd Delivery 10 p.m.
FREE SODA WITH $5.00 PURCHASE

Tuesday, Ladies' Night. 50* Drinks

10% FAIRFIELD UNIV. STUDENT DISCOUNT

Thursday,Draft Night, 25* Draft 7-10

170 Post Rd.

Weekly Specials:

Call 259-7816
•l

-

Pine Creek Rd., Fairfield
<H

HH

H>

Fairfield Wine and
Liquor
FREE DELIVERYThurs., Fri. & Sat., 3-7 p.m. Call Before 7:00

259-9537

KEGS AVAILABLE—ORDER EARLY
-1431 Post Road—Fairfield
IV^B^^JUWiH^^ln,
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EmEWIfi INMENT
Constance Cummings
as Mrs. Stillson with

Psycho-Drama
Tensities Yaie

Caris Cortman as the
nurse in Yale Rep's
chiller "Wings" by
Arthur Kopit.

By Helene Kansky

Edgar Allan Poe would have been pleased on Saturday, March 4th, with Yale
Repertory's production, Wings.
Wings, a new play by Arthur Kopit, is a short but powerful production
depicting a harrowing journey into the interior of a shattered mind. Constance
Cummings plays Emily Stilson, the stroke victim who is alienated from her
natural surroundings and isolated within a private, psychological realm. Brain
damage has distorted Mrs. Stilson's sense perception. Although she tries
valiantly to interpret the world around her, she remains a non-communicating,
but very much aware individual, ostracized from society because of her sense of
impairment.
The doctor asks Mrs. Stilson, "Who was the first President?" "George
Washington," she responds (or so she thinks). The doctor asks her again. She tells
him George Washington. Again and again this occurs. The doctor checks on his
chart, "No response.
Later, Mrs. Stilson asks a nurse for a sweater and receives a pillow. She
refuses to eat, screams that the dinner is terrible, and as a result, is tranquilized.
Finally, Mrs. Stilson convinces herself that she has been captured and forced to
reside at a "farm" which is under the guise of a hospital.
One is at first frightened and then sensitized to this woman's experience.
She is a non-voluntary member of an isolated sector of society. Her struggle back
into society impels her to come to terms with her own identity as well as with
that of those surrounding her. However, the question remains, "Is the struggle
worth it?"
Constance Cummings plays the stroke victim with extraordinary vigor.
Alone, she must sustain the interest of the audience, maintain the dramatic
tensions, and deliver a dialogue of broken lines, inverted sentences, and nonsensical statements. Confronted with this almost impossible task, Ms. Cummings
leaves the stage a champion.
Yale Repertory succeeds in creating a production which appeals to our
senses in an outlandish way. Mirrors and screens create the setting of hospital
corridors, and at the same time double and split the images. Speakers, located
throughout the theatre, resound the inner thoughts of Mrs. Stilson and create
various aural sensations.
Wings is well worth seeing, not only for its dramatic power, but also for its
psycho-social significance. Arthur Kopit awakens the audience to a 20th century
problem, without diminishing the aesthetic appeal of the play.
For ticket information call 436-1600.

Photo by Eugene Cook

Introducing Rob Carlson
Folk Singer, Satirist and Recording Artist
By Linda Amante

Recently, an acquaintance graced
me with what he felt was a "pearl of
wisdom." He said "all folk singers are
alike, and they all sound alikeboring." Well, for awhile, I was inclined to agree with him. But then I
was introduced to a different kind of
"folk" performer. He certainly was
unlike any other "folk" performer I
had ever seen; he certainly sounded
different from any other "folk" performer I had ever listened to, and he
certainly was not boring. His name is
Rob Carlson.
I first saw Rob perform at the
Grassroots wine-and-cheese cafe,
located on the Post Road near the
Westport-Norwalk border, just over

the bridge. The Grassroots is different
track for the acclaimed Boston's
from most other establishments in this
educational television's film, 'The
area; the atmosphere is warm, the
Gloucestermen." And, was one half of
pace relaxed. It is reminiscent of the - a musical team for which he wrote the
"Greenwich cafes" of the sixties— a
majority of material for a short-lived
place to go where, thanks to owner Jan
but very highly critically praised
Forringer, manager Beverly, and staff,
album in 1973.
one may enjoy good refreshment,
For personal reasons, this partner
good atmosphere, and good enleft the duo and since then Rob has
tertainment, like Rob Carlson.
been busy performing, writing, and coIn his own way, Rob is a dynamic operating a 16-track recording studio
performer. He is extremely versatile
called Andrew Productions; which
and easy to listen to. What is most
besides carrying out all the expected
exciting about Rob is his personality.
studio duties,also offers recording and
In his own words, "I've dedicated my
engineering classes. This 16-track
life to avoiding a job, and I've done it
facility is located near the University,
so far successfully."
off King's Highway in Fairfield.
Rob does work though. In 1970, he
On stage, Rob is funny, witty,
graduated from Brown University with
a B.A. In 1973, he wrote the sound- versatile, and extremely entertaining.
He employes razor-edge sarcasm and
satire skillfully in his improvised
introductions to, and of course,
through his interpretations of others'
work.
His rendition of Steven Stills'
"Helplessly Hoping" is hilarious. As he
explains with a twisted expression and
a gleam in his eyes, he and Steve are
"good friends." The reason for his
silent guffaw— almost all "folk"
singers would have us believe that not
only have they recorded with Stills,
but also that they're good friends. Isn't
everyone?

Friday nighr you ore cordially invited ro a
special preview of a major morion picture
which will be one of the most terrifying
and fascinating experiences you will ever
see in a movie theater.
It is a one-night-only preview
And a once-in-a-lifetime motion picture.

Friday night before anyone else in the world, you can feel

v
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Another satire, in which he fondly
mocks an "era" is his rendition of
"Little Dead Surfer Girl." This song is
outrageous. It is so ridiculous that it is
great. Carlson expertly introduces the
song a la Mike Love— the accent, the
timing, the stance; all are so good, that
one is enticed into enjoying it by its
mere tackiness.
To print one part (that part which is
printable) of "Little Dead Surfer Girl"
would be unfair. Rob Carlson must be
seen and heard to be appreciated. His
style is refreshing, his versatility
amazing. Carlson's personality allows

A FRANK YABLANS PRESENTATION
c
A BRIAN DePALMA FILM
THE FURY
KIRK DOUGLAS JOHN CASSAVETES CARRIE SNODGRESS CHARLES DURNIN6 AMY IRVING ANDREW STEVENS
Produced by FRANK YABLANS Directed by BRIAN DePALMA Executive Producer RON PREISSMAN
Screenplay by JOHN FARRIS Based upon his novel Music JOHN WILLIAMS
R RESTRICTED «
Soundtrack Album on ARISTA RECORDS b TAPES

him to master many sides of creative
expression. He is a fascinating, personable performer, a sensitive artist.
Rob's "Little Dead Surfer Girl" will
be pressed and released by this
summer, and hopefully Rob Carlson

will again be on his way to the
recognition and appreciation he
deserves. But why wait until the
summer to experience Rob Carlson?
He can be seen fairly regularly at the
Grassroots cafe in Westport.
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The Animal Kingdom:
The Going Gets Rough

Dickey Betts
On Saturday
Arista recording artist Dickey Betts will appear Saturday, March 11 in
the Fairfield University gymnasium. Sponsored by S.E.C., humorist
songwriter Loudon Wainwright will start the evening off. Dickey Betts
spent eight years with the Allman Brothers Band before forming his own
band, Great Southern. Drawing his five musicians from the ex-Melting Pot
Band, Dickey Betts and Great Southern continue the "Southern Rock 'n'
Roll" tradition. Tickets are on sale this week in the Campus Center lobby
at $4.50 for students and $5 for guests.

Don't Be Left In The Cold
Winter Coat & Windbreaker

By James Endrst
It was a mistaken resurrection of a
thirty year old production written by
the now historically neglected Phillip
Barry, who wrote it over forty-five
years ago. Barry's most famous work is
The Philadelphia Story which starred
Katherine Hepburn. Hepburn was to
have been the co-star in the original
production of The Animal Kingdom in
1932 which is currently playing at the
Hartman Theatre in Stamford.
Leslie Howard expressed enough
interest in the work to direct it himself
and starred as Tom Collier, a successful publisher of Bantam books
who vassilates between his conflicting
desires and fundamental beliefs. But
Howard and Hepburn were having
conflicts of their own trying to work
together and Hepburn left some what
enraged to be replaced by Frances
Fuller in the role of Daisy Sage. Ms.
Hepburn may be giving thanks if she
has seen this new production.
In short, it is as stale as the era it was
buried with.. The problem with John
Going's presentation of The Animal
Kingdom (his first directorial
assignment at the Hartman) was not
really the fault of the company
because this play falls far short of
modern audiences demands. Barry's
work is somewhat melodramatic but
with an underbelly of social criticism
that walks hand in hand throughout. A
modern audience would tend to
pigeon-hole these drawing room
confrontations as soap opera, and, if
this would indeed be the case,
television assuredly offers much more
titilating versions. Barry would
probably shudder at such a comparison since Tom Collier's final
decision is an important one for his
soul as well as his libido. It is,
however, difficult to deliver the
necessary empathy that the play
demands. To a 1930/s audience theatre
such as this provided a certain amount
of escapism from the depression, as
soaring movie attendence and for a
while, theatres proved. Today Collier
is not to be pitied, in fact, one has
difficulty reacting at all.
~ Collier, (played by David Snell) is a
split level personality whose father
(Carl Low) berates him about his lack
of refinement and brazen lack of
concern for the proper ways in life and
society's demands. Tom, however,
marries Cecelia Henry (Laurie Kennedy) a perfect bitch, at the beginning
of the play. She is a catalogued
personna of a society wife in the
thirties; always tempting and never
delivering. Cecelia is also an opportunist who is not beyond tempting
her husband's best friend to secure a
business deal. She is one of the scarce
affluent during the depression who
wielded the power of wealth and
social advantage like a holy cross.

Clearance Sale
Say Hello to the
new trouble free

PERMS
Achieve — natural
looking easy care
style without curls
or stiff sets.
Let our staff
introduce you to
a dynamite wash
and wear PERMED
HAIRDO.

ALL 40% off
reg. 21.95
10.95
>

Limited
Supply
LARRY and DEE, Prop.
Rosarsn and Cathy

M

from Europe in time to declare her
undying love for Tom, the same day as
he prepares to tell her about his
marriage to Cecelia. The decision
which now appears to be too stark of a
contrast between two women and
consequently, two ways of life, can
not rally the attentions of a seventies
audience. One automatically assumes
that Daisy Sage is indeed the true
flower of wisdom that Tom must
ultimately choose. "No matter how
big or long we talk," she says, "We are
still just part of the animal kingdom."
If men are ruled by the kingdom in
which they live, as the play suggests,
then Tom's reconciliation of his
philosophy with his practice appears
to be a bit trite.
He lives in a society of hypocritical
respectability among vapid gossips
and the wing of an overbearing but
well meaning father. It is a place
where Noel Coward would be expected to stroll through, cigarette
poised and eyes glinting with chiasmic
sarcasm. But the play is barren of
flashy wit or any memorable oneliners. Since the Animal Kingdom
relies on these deliveries for support,
the play falls flat and hard when they
fail to materialize. The final resolution
becomes the final yawn. Tom breaks
from his caged existence with Cecelia
and returns to the wilds of his fiery
passion; Daisy. Tntgping back to my
wife," he says to his butler (Daniel P.
Hannafin) who assumes he means Ms.
Henry who has also instigated a rift
between Collier and his life long
servant-buddy. "I said my wife," Tom
repeats and deposits a Getty-like
check on the mantlepiece and leaves
for Daisy.
The Animal Kingdom's revival
would probably disappoint Barry too
since the main characters are overshadowed by the minor characters
who should remain just that. Yet
actors like Daniel Hannafin, as Regan
the butler, steal what is left of the
show and Carl Low gives a; polished
performance in the role of Tom's
father. But Patrick Farrelly is overanimated as Owen Arthur, using
twitching eyebrows that rrse to appropriately peculiar heights in place of
acting. Ivor Brogger is as plain as his
role (Joe Fisk) or visa-versa. Stephanie
Cotsirilos dons a thick accent and
proves a good comic foil as Franc Schmidt, Daisy's fiddling friend from
Germany. Cecelia's utterly unbearable
gossiping friend is well done by Grace
Macomber who is the albatross the
Collier's must endure in their circle of
friends. They are all Connecticut
recluses who live meaningless but safe
lives in palacial hermitage.

'".SALT OF THE.EARTH y £ M 0DERN •

Fairfield University Bookstore

Your Bic Pen Headquarters

Daisy Sage .(amicably portrayed by
Giulia Pagano) is Tom's bohemian
artist friend and former lover. Serving
as the catalyst, Daisy's arrival complicates everything when she returns

Appt. Preferred
Tue. - Sat.
9:00to5:00
259-5550

1342 Kings Highway Cut-off Traffic Circle Opp. Carvel's

HERB
5HOI
BONQSALE1
20% off

Lent)re selection.
tof

bonbs

[-this ad
We ,
carry the1
largest
's<zl«$on
fcf herbs inv
view England
■ jevnelry
now in,'
\ 15 5HEHMAN 5T FAlRfIELJ> 2J5^ocH
(CORNER OF RfEF KP )
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Four Blank Walls, Odds and Ends, and a Touch of Class .

Six Most Outstanding Dorm Rooms
Mirror reporter, Carol Paetzold,
toured Fairfields eight dorms in
search of the most unusual, exotic,
and tastefully decorated rooms.
Although Carol encountered many
interesting decors, six in particular
struck her as outstanding. In the
following article she reveals those
rooms and their decorators. By Carol Paetzold
"The Bar's Open". Enter into the
apartment.belonging to the "two C's".
Hanging fuschia Indian-print sheets
act as the doorway into the core of the
two level Loyola hideaway. Go in and
plop yourself onto the Castro Convertible. Feel at home among the 'Bud'
mirror, Lowenbrau poster, gallon and
half-gallon bottles of Heineken,
Smirnoff and other depleted quaff
scattered about the room. The Norman Rockwell painting provides just a
bit of nostalgia. Two space-saving
suspended red gas-lanterns take the
place of conventional table lamps. A
third is hung from the window, adding
a bit of flare to the quad. Then, the
stereo pauses, the gas lanterns flicker
and it is up the harfd-carved ladder
into the eight-foot extended loft. This
is the gumption of Godfrey and
Giordano at work. Maximum use of
every space makes their abode
compact, yet without a cramped,
claustrophobic effect. The room is
perfectly suited for entertaining.
Chintz, ruffles and bobbin lace rate
high in Campion. All the rooms have a
touch of chic, but it was the triple of
Alice McGowan, Sherri Storms and
Colleen Heffernan that stood out as
particularly moxie. A touch of class
does not necessarily have to carry an
uptown price tag! Their room is
cleverly planned around a few good
investments. A white wicker rocker
and a telephone company cable
coffee table, rounded out with comfy
inexpensive accessories and auxiliary
furniture pieces, easily acquired at
auctions or second-hand from friends
and relatives. Milk crates, a simple
shag rug, some big plump cushions,
personal sketches, Swedish ivy ancj
three quaint bedspread quilts make
Campion living a comfort and
pleasure. The girls have created cozy
appeal spiced with vibrant color. Their
room is casual, honest, unpretentious.

Exclusive Consultants For
Your Hair Style Problems

BARBER SERVILLE
Hours 8-5:00 Daily 8-5 Sat.
1426 Post Rd. 259-3893

auxiliaries and striking background of
Gerry Gunning and John Giammanco are the inhabitants of the - prints.
Southeast free-wheeling "Sign Room".
Mary Vancalcar and Jean Marie
Notorious for unorthodox comMcGuire brought some springtime
binations, these daredevils have
inside Northwest. They are the green
stapled, glued, painted and pasted
thumbs to approximately 120 plants.
their suite with ingenious off-beat
The plants contribute to the warm
accessories. Among the gifts of the
breezy garden atmosphere in their
local establishments is a collector's , room.
plaque of former Yankee announcer
Who needs a private enclave?
Mel Allen. Another novelty is the blue
Obviously
Paul Carmier does, designer
Schlitz light, and the eight-foot long
and builder of Fairfield University's
"Fairfield University" sign, certainly
only French Cafe. A carbon copy of
the focal point of the dwelling.
something you would find along the
Gerry and John have proven that Champs de Elysees, this cafe is
posters do not have to be thoughtful. situated on the second floor of
Most of the art work is wild and exotic.
FarEast. Admission is free, although
Hanging on the walls are a whimsical this 'emporium' is not always open to
cartoon of Yosemity Sam, a flying the public. The suite is cleverly
elephant, and the bizarre creation 'Das camouflaged with French paintings. A
Laufende' by German painter Langen. raised floor leads to the fenced-in
Gerry and John have the only life-size cocktail lounge, with heart-shaped ice
poster of Humphrey Bogart you will cream parlor chairs and high stools at
see in awhile. Also on display is the the bar. A red and white striped cloth
photo blow-up of Playboy's "Miss awning conceals the bunk beds. You
February". An old footlocker covered have to see it to believe it! This creator
with a blue and white striped horse did not follow conventional rules.
blanket serves as a unique coffee table Paul's roommate, Paul Scolaro said of
and adds to the mixed bag of the room, "It's a nice place to visit but

A visit to Northwest 407, the abode of Tom Bisignano and Gerald
Gates, is an almost surrealistic experience.
Photo by Tom Bisignano
..." Paul managed to assert his own
assembled corner in this hectic place.
High ceilings work in harmony to
make the most of space. Ground floor
Gonzaga, formerly known as "the
pits", has gained a new reputation. It is
the only floor in which every room has

Colleen Heffernan, Sheri Storms, and Alice McGowan have
made Campion living "a comfort and a pleasure."
Photo by Vince Howley

SUMMER JOBS: FREE Fifty State
Summer Employer Directory.
Send name and address to:
SUMCHOICE Box 530 Dept. S,
State College, Pa. 16801...Tell a
friend.

Head screwed on too tight? DON'T
COME - March 15, 8:00 P.M. Oak
Room

Let a Lion Caress You - March 15,
8:00 P.M. Oak Room

PHONE

255-1596

APIZZA CENTER RESTAURANTS

]

10% OFF WITH F.U. STUDENT I.D.
ANTHONY CAPOTORTO
PROPRIETOR

SEARCHING . . .?

Boutique of India
We carry a large selection of ladies and men's
tops; pants, gift items, bedspreads, & much,
much more.

10% off with a
Student I.D.

DETACH. AND MAIL

Sister Margaret Potthast, IHM
Director of Vocations
Generalate of I.H.M.
Scranton, PA 18509
Dear Sister,
I am interested in receiving additional information about the Sisters, Servants of
the Immaculate Heart of Mary. I realize there is no obligation on my part.
NAME

1 16 POST RD.
FAIRFIELD. CONN.

I ^

Boutique of India
3880 Main St.
Bridgeport (just north of Merritt Theatre)
374-8425

j

A

f

Regis, number 103, has been voted
by dormmates as definitely the most
"lived in" room on campus.
In these eight paragraphs we have
just dissected half a dozen "good"
dorm rooms. But, what makes a room
"good". There are no set patterns.
. Rooms, just like clothing, are a
reflection of personality.
A "good" room at Fairfield
University does not happen overnight.
Sometimes architecture can be
reliable to .help set the style, but here
the rooms' only initial features are
four blank walls, so have imagination!
WORK IN JAPAN I
Teach English conversation. No
experience degree, or Japanese
required. send long, stamped,
self-addressed envel ope for
details Japan - 573, 411 W.
Center Centralia , WA 98531

> >

irIineTick
t Airline P

The Sisters, Servants of the Immaculate
Heart of _ Mary, Scranton, Pennsylvania,
offer a program for women who are
searching for meaningful, productive
lives. It is an opportunity to explore yourself in relation to religious life — without
commitment, but with guidance and direction — an open-ended search in ihe
Affiliate Program.
If you have considered being a Sister and
would like to take a good look with the
Sisters of I.H.M., complete and mail the
attached coupon.

(10% Discount Excludes Beer)

a second level. You can actually stand
up in the lofts, as well as belotv. The
guys are proud of their 'two floors' for
the price of one.
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Campus Telephone Operators
Those Mysterious Voices Reveal Themselves
By Paula). Harvan
As you pick up your receiver and
dial 255-5411, a person politely answers, "Fairfield University-may I help
you?", and within a few seconds your
call is connected with the desired
party. But few realize that the
university switchboard operators and
the services which they provide, are
indispensible to the welfare of our
university and community. Since the
operators are always heard but never
seen, there seems to exist in the minds
of many a void relating to whom these
mysterious voices are and where they
do their magical work.
Fairfield University employs four
full-time and two part-time operators

to work the switchboard seven days a
week. Communication channels are
always open. There are two daily shifts
— 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. and 4 p.m. to 11
p.m. — and late night and early
morning shifts are operated by
campus security.
Bellamine Hall, because of its
central locality and convenience, was
chosen to house the central communication system long before any of
the newer additions of the campus
were constructed. Today many of the
employees feel that their work
location is removed from the hub of
activity, but the nature of their work

combined with the peaceful setting of
the Jesuit mansion provides for an
interesting and unique job experience.
The technically skilled and wellinformed operators must excel in their
field if they are to efficiently handle
the variety of phone calls and
situations they encounter. Muriel
Standing, supervisor of the central
communications operation, stated
that all operators must complete a
serious on-the-job training course
before they are qualified to manage
the complicated equipment. Eleanor
Cullen, who has been a university
operator for six years, has received

numerous medical and welfare
emergency calls which must be attended to immediately with precise
accuracy and controlled emotion and
thought. Her job also demands that
she be knowledgable about university
curriculum and procedures. "When
people call and ask for information
about undergrad and grad spring and
fall courses, I have to know what to
tell them — we do a lot more than
we're given credit for."
Although the operators don't
receive many crank calls as one might
suspect, they do receive calls seeking
personal advice, as Ellen Velazquez, a

veteran operator of nine years informed us. "I once received a call
early in the morning requesting advice
from the biology department on how
to get a snake safely out of a kitchen
sink. None of the professors were in
yet so I somehow had to tell them
what to do."
All the switchboard operators are
dedicated workers who relate to the
university community and the outside
public by offering valuable assistance
and information. They are one of the
many important vertebra that make up
the "backbone" of Fairfield University
because they make telephone
communication possible.

How Do The Seniors Judge Fairfield?

mm
Sara Haavind
By Debbie Molinaro
In just two months, Fairfield
University will be saving goodbye to
its Class of 78. These people have
seen a lot happen, so what do they
have to say? As Campus Snoop, I
questioned several seniors about their
feelings for Fairfield. What have they
seen over the years that impressed
them, and what are some of their
disappointments? CLASS OF 78, THIS
IS YOUR CHANCE TO SAY
SOMETHING!!
The most popular impressive aspect
of Fairfield is the PEOPLE. Cathy
Camby says "the people are friendly."
Barbara DeFilippo said, "the people in
the dorms give you a feeling of being
on your own, but always having
someone there." "Getting close to and
really knowing other people and
through them learning more about
myself is the best part of Fairfield,"
said Maureen Griffin.
Steve Fallon felt that "Stagmania
and the coming of the new athletic
complex have given us better social
publicity." Vince Forte remarked that
"we're finally expanding."
"Fairfield University has retained its
identity as a Catholic university with a
solid core curriculum," came from Jim
Rubino. One student noted that "the
quality of education is superb." Sarah
Haavind related that "Fairfield has
taught me to ask the right questions
and that's essentially what I came here
for."
The major disappointment was well
summed up by Vince Forte who said,
'There is a lack of involvement by the
students and for the students." Jim
Rubino said that "there is too much
student apathy towards the way we're
treated by the administration." "We
need more involvement between
professors and the student body," said
Sarah Haavind. Joe Ring said, "There's

Vince Forte

a lack of communication and general
uninterest because of student apathy."
Mary Kay Rouse was disappointed
with the Campus' efficiency. "There's
the lines at the bookstore and at the
cashier's office and the Stag-Her is
always crowded." Steve Fallon felt
that "the Bookstore and the Stag-Her
are taking the students for a ride with
their outrageous prices."
Maureen Griffin is "disappointed
with the way they're running the Fine
Arts department and its lack of
availability. It could be better for nonMajors."
'There's too much competition and
too little interest in enjoying classes,"
was Barbara DePilippo's main
disappointment.
I then asked these seniors for any
last wishes for those of us remaining.
Sarah Haavind wishes "that they
would save some of the country and
stop building." ' Conversely, Vince
Forte wishes for "continued expansion

Mary Kay Rouse
to make Fairfield a multi-faceted
university. Mary Kay Rouse would like
"to see the University expand without
losing its intimacy." Joe Ring would
like Fairfield to keep "some semblance
of Academia."
"I wish they could start or continue
the school spirit and not fall into
apathy, taking just what comes," was
from Maureen Griffin. Barbara
DeFilippo would like to see "kids
come in and work together instead of
competing against one another and to
enjoy this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity."
Personally, I'm impressed with the
people at Fairfield University. They
have great potential which I'd like to
see put to good use. My wish is that
Fairfield doesn't fall apart due to
apathy and lack of communication
before I graduate.
This is Sherlock Fairdale signing off
this week. See you next week. P.S.
Good Luck, Class of 78. We'll miss
you.

PLAYHOUSE PUB
FOOD—COCKTAILS-ENTERTAINMENT
"We serve food till closing hour"

WEEKNIGHT SPECIALS
SUN.—MICHELOB ON TAP—50c
MON.—ALL LADIES DRINKS—99c
TUES.—ALL VODKA DRINKS—99c
WED.—ALL GIN DRINKS—99c

ENTERTAINMENT
WITH
FFLD. U.
I.D.

Friday
Mar. 10th

Saturday
Mar. 11th

1

WITH
FFLD. U.
I.D.

PAUL KEREKES QUARTET

34 MAI N ST. (NEXT TO KLEINS) WESTPORT, CT.
MON.-THUR. 11:30 AM -1:00 PM FRI.-SAT. 11:30 AM-2:00 SUN. 5:00 PM-11:00 PM

[photos by Trisha Ginty]

DISCOUNT
LIQUOR & WINES
$ $ MARCH SAVINGS $ $
IMPORTED FOLONARI WINES
[ITALY]

NOW

115%

3.99

67oz.

o

GORDON'S GIN
80

23.94
BARDOLINO, VALPOLICELLA
SOAVE
IRISH WHISKEY SPECIALS
TULLAMORE DEW
Was 750 ML 80 ° *j™
8.39
~

(4/5 Qt.) (Crocks) 86°
13.25

MAZZONI
LAMBRUSCO

Now 2*

24 oz.
8.5% by vol.

jP9

1/2 Gal.
Gal.

Burgundy, Chablls,
Vln Rose, Rhine, Pink Chablls

ASSORTED CASE [6]

Was

CARLOS ROSSI
CALIFORNIA TABLE WINE
12

SMIRNOFFS VODKA
80°

o68

Qt.

JOHNNY WALKER RED
86.8°

Qt.

Now
1262

W

LIQUOR BARREL
AMARRETTO

Blue Chapel
Liebfraumilch
9-10 % by vol.
50 oz.

606

Qts.

3

AND

COFFEE LIQUEUR
42°

Only 3£01

MANY MORE LOW! PRICES

SHOP & COMPARE
at

iquor Barrel
FREE DELIVERY
259-1764
*plus sates tax
(not responsible fortypographical errors)
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Tennis Team Prepares For Season
By Paul LaViolette
In the course of an afternoon, the
participant may sprint up to five miles,
exerting constant starting and stopping pressure on the tense ligaments
of the knees and ankles. The shoulder,
arm, and wrist whip an implement at
slashing speeds upwards of 1000
times. One can lose over five pounds
baking in the 80 degree sun or wearing
five layers of clothing in a 35 degree
freeze. This is no torture test or
gauntlet-like impasse — simply a
tenrris match — one endured by half a
dozen of your fellow students some 20
times each spring.
Tennis, although a highly social and
enjoyable sport, is no less of an endurance test than any other sport, if
not more. It requires rugged training
and harsh physical conditioning, and
to these tasks ten athletes apply
themselves daily. Here at Fairfield,
tennis is one of the least lauded varsity
sports. While holding a Division One
rating, and often sporting one of the

school's best won-lost records, the
team seems unfairly ignored.
Coached and piloted by the jovial
Dr. Crassi (who. doubles as the
Chairman of the Philosophy department), this year's team looks to be one
of the best ever at Fairfield. Led by
seniors Jim OHara and captain Tom
Colder, this year's players will see a
new attitude, one of inspiration and
supreme dedication. O'Hara, returning
from a year of studies in Europe, is
playing in fine form, and is rightly
confident of defeating all opposition
this spring. Golder, a virtual man-ofsteel on the court (as shown by half-adozen tournament victories in one
week-end) will undoubtedly unnerve
most of his opponents with tough
steady play, that which made him the
team's winningest player last year.
Behind these two we see a bright
new face in that of Greg Magner, of
whom Crassi says, "with some college
experience, he'll be a dynamite
player." Three year man Brian Beusse

also fits in here nicely. Showing excellent doubles play for some time, he
now has a definite grip on both his
singles play and his confidence. With
some tough come-from-behind wins
last fall, Brian showed himself and
opponents that he is no one to be
fooled with.
Rounding out the top seven are two
good freshmen in Ed Poirot and Jeff
MacNamara, and senior Bryan Kelley.
The two frosh showed strongly in fall
workouts, and Kelley has proven
himself in singles and doubles
competition in the past year.
The final three members of the
team, Doug Williams, Mark McNeice
and Steve Anderson are all waiting
chances to prove their ability as Stag
netmen, but tough competition will be
abounding.
It is doubtless that this is a talented
team and surely aiming toward a
successful season, but the determining
factor will be the success of the top
three players. Crassi feels "everything

Utah

Women's B-Ball
Conn. Champs
By Mary Ann Kelleher
Susan St. Martin
There are two seconds left with the
Stagettes down by one... Sophomore
guard Ellen Perry wings a half-court
pass to senior Kym Awkard who sinks
the final jumper with the buzzer to
capture the Connecticut State
Championship Title. This was the
scene at the University of New Haven
gym Tuesday night as the Stagettes
defeated Sacred Heart University by a
score of 76-75.
In the first round of the tourney

Hockey
cont. from P. 11
almost empty rink for their home
games and find packed houses for
away games. Culhane remarked "Our
best games were played in front of a
lot of fans and we never let them
down." Things are so tough for the
hockey team because they are considered the second winter sport. They
just started to get scholarship money
this year, ($1,000) and it will be
doubled next year. When compared to
the other winter sport, it is not much,
but at least it is a start.
On the brighter side of this season
and how it will progress for next year is
evident. Only two seniors were on the
team this year, Richie Bowler and Paul
Nolan. They will be missed, but Doc
feels that the team is strong enough to1
absorb the loss. The team is young and
gained a full year of experience and
the players should be around for a few
more years. Doc does not feel that
there will be a recurrence of losing
nine players like he did last year. He is
looking forward to seeing the majority
of the team back along with some of
his newly recruited freshmen.

Basketball
Continued from p. 12
Mark Young, with Balkun back in
the line-up, will have more opportunity to maneuver, and that will
be a big plus for the 22-4 Stags. Flip
Williams, who played a super game in
Providence along with Mark Plefka,
will fill the other Fairfield positions for
most of the game, and their play is
always key in the Fairfield outcome.
Rich Broginni,Mike Palazzi, who drew
raves with his baseline move with :46
seconds left against Rhody, Joe
Nelson, Barry Gunderson and Steve
Huzar all can fit into the Fairfield
mold if they receive the call from
Barakat and his assistants.
This NIT field is as strong as there
has been in the past years, and it gives
Fairfield the perfect opportunity to
expand their program, and make
others in different parts of the
basketrball world aware that there is a
team here.
As of Monday, ticket information
and transportation for the Stag fans
was still vague. By now, all information should be available to
students, alumni, season ticketholders
and staff.

Monday night the women proved
tbemslves superior to the tough
Eastern Connecticut Squad who last
year placed first in the EAIAW
tournament. Those with a hot hand for
Fairfield were Kym Awkard, who broke
the school record by sinking 31 points,
and freshman Donna Margine who
chipped in 22. Awkard also dominated
the boards with 13 rebounds followed
by the strong efforts of Kathy Donnelly and Margine with eight apiece.
Defensively the trio of Pam Mana, Ann
Egan, and Ellen Perry proved a constant menace to Eastern's offense.
With three of the five starters fouled
out in the second half action, a united
Stagette squad successfully rallied to
crush the Eastern team by a score of
6^65.
Breaking the opponent's full court
press in the second half of the
championship game Tuesday night,
Fairfield's squad bounced back from a
ten point half-time deficit to effectively challenge the lead. Scoring
was well distributed with Margine in
front with 20 points, followed by
Awkard with 17, Mana with 12, Egan
with 10, and Perry with 8. Under the
boards Mana was high with 11
rebounds. In the last minute of action
the lead was tossed back and forth by
a one point spread down to the last

will hinge upon one, two and three. If
we can win two of those three with fair
regularity, we'll have a super season."
The competition will be tough, with
strong opponents in lona, St. John's,
Fordham,Villanova, Rhode Island, and
Providence, but with tournament
experience in the top players
(returning from Fairfield's best postseason tournament showing ever) the
opposing teams will have their hands
full.
As is usual with almost all 'minor'
sports at Fairfield, tennis faces
problems with money and practice
time. Having to share court time with
Fairfield Prep, the varsity cannot get
on the courts until 4 p.m. Although
new courts are presently under
construction, they will be of no use to
the Stags this year.
Concerning money, absolutely no
scholarship funds are available now,
as Crassi grimly points out. He feels "if
we could recruit one outstanding
player every two years, it would make

With or without scholarships,
Fairfield tennis is still of top quality.
As Crassi notes, "We play good teams,
we play good caliber ball, we always
make ECAC and New England regional
tournaments, and we can guarantee
exciting spectator tennis."
With the recent tennis boom and
upsurge in players, it can't be denied
that tennis is a popular sport. The
quality of play is never low, and can
only stand to improve with fan
support. It is almost inevitable that
this year's team will surpass its recent
success, and in pursuit of this we all
wish them the best of luck.

NIT Field

Temple

,

Tpxas
Illinois St.
i

JInaiania
St.

Detroit

Madison Square Garden

Army

March 19 & 21

nuigers

S. Carolina
iv.u. otate
Georgetown

■

Dayton

seven seconds when S.H.U. thought
they clutched the final basket moving
ahead 75-74. Coach Charles Moses
called time out with two seconds
remaining after which the combo of
Perry and Awkard secured the victory
with Kym's 40 foot jumper.
Unscramble - I SYMCT ERPPA
TASEBS [Answer: March 15, 8:00 P.M.
Oak Room]

l&iry^^r?h^

KANSAS CITY east
i

largest selection of
levts ca&ualwear in
FaMidd iouiity
Courteous strvice>?ree alterations

125 MJm
StM^SW^
Ca*--+he frterfet Place)
-^

i—

all the difference in the world." Were
it not for lona College recruiting two
players right off Fairfield's team,
Crassi feels "we would be a power."
Much of the competition faced by the
Stags is on full scholarship, while
Fairfield survives with money enough
for tennis balls and road trips.

Introducing
a distinguished
Icelandic turd who
has the answer
to all those confusing
air fares to Europe.
The bird you see here is known
as a Puffin. A small, thoughtful
resident of Iceland. One of the
first things young Puffins
learn to do is Dy Icelandic.
Beginning April I 1978,
Icelandic will fly any youth
(Puffin or person) between
12-23 years old roundtrip
from New York to Luxembourg for just $400. $430
from Chicago. Return
tickets are good for
a full year. Fares
subject to
change.

*ir*i#f-?

But there's
more to
Icelandic than just
low fares.
You'D get a great
dinner and excel'.-. lent service on
your trip. And
Icelandic will set
you down right in
the middle of
Europe, where
you'll be just hours
away by train from
Europe's most
famous landmarks.
So take a travel tip
from Iceland's favoritebird. Learn to fly Icelandic.
See vour travel agent. Or write
Dept. #CM52,IcelandicAirlines. P.O.
7 Box r05. West Hempstead. NY 11552.
? Call 800-555-1212 tor toll-free
number in y< wr area.

.-— «-.

$275

roundtrip 14-45
day APEX
APKX far
fare from N. Y.:
-45 dav

$400
Icelandic to Europe.
roundtrip
ip youth fare. Good t<:
to age 2'A.

*$2y5fn>m Outrage, Tickets must hr rrst-rvt-d 4.S days prior tn departure and
paid fcir within 8 days irf reservatwm. Add Sin each way fur iravt-f on weekt-nds.
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Coyne, Beusse Call The Action
By Paul LaViolette
No more imaginably frightening a
creature exists than a Stag basketball
fan after being informed that, due to
capacity crowds, he is not to be
allowed into the big game. Fortunately, these irate fans needn't lose
their tempers, for all along the next
best thing to being there is available
and readily awaiting all takers. WVOF,
the true Voice of Fairfield, will indeed
be bellowing out the play by play in
professional and stylish form.
Thanks to the unending dedication
of junior call-man Brian Beusse and
senior cohort Ed Coyne (yes, the
famed radio anarchist), all of Fairfield "
County can now feel as if at the game
while actually resting in the comfort
of their own homes. After formally
initiating the program at the commencement of last year's season, and
continuing with almost every home
and away game since, these two
personable D.J.'s have converted their
turntables into stat sheets (with the
help of statistician Sandy Fulin) and
called the action as they have seen it,
much to the deljght of stag-maniacs
everywhere.
Both had much to say concerning
the team's success and their deHght'
and pride is readily observed as one

W.V.O.F. 8
The Voices of Stag Basketball, Ed Coyne and Brian Beusse.
listens to a broadcast. While
humorously
and
convincingly
following in the tracks of Knick announcer Marvelous Marv Albert, both
Beusse and Coyne glow when boasting
of the stag's maturity as players, their
team cohesion, and most importantly,
their desire to win.
"We were the best team there
(ECAC tournament)," states Coyne,

with a note of braggadocio, "we
played the hardest." "With (Capt.
Steve) Balkun we'd have won the
whole thing," added Beusse, equally
exuberant.
Both boasted of the Stag fans, indicating that all of their experience
has yet to find better and more
energetic support.

Interestingly, while Ed and Brian
constantly spell high hopes for both
the players and all involved with
Fairfield basketball, they rarely make
mention of their personal hardships
stemming from long hours of work.
Apparently, almost as much time goes
into the broadcast of the game as in
the game itself, seeing both Beusse
and Coyne traveling to nearly all away
games (including Boston and New
Hampshire), which tends to "kill us as
far as school goes." "We miss almost
as much time as the team does,"
explains Beusse, while running down
the.
checklist
of
pre-game
preparations.
Along with time, money seems to be
a limiting factor for the duo, as Ed
notes, "We've spent a great deal of our
own money over the last two years."
All is not wasted though, as Brian
claims "we get quite a lot of listeners'
reactions, and they are almost always
good."
Although surviving on little
publicity, neither is deterred from the
microphone; in fact, expansion seems
to be in the near future. "We'd love to
do all the sports," says Coyne, with
hockey and baseball standing next in

Danny Keegan
Hopes For Laxmen Bright, Hire New Coach
As the countdown for the first lacrosse game of the season continued
uninterruptedly, the concern of several team members began to grow with the
one thought in mind: We still have no coach. This source of minor anxiety was
not unfounded as it was true, in fact, that the season was nearing the date of the
first game and there was still no one to assume the coaching responsibilities of
the club. The tension finally snapped on last Wednesday when the President of
the lacrosse club, Michael T. Dylag, finally announced that a conclusion had
been reached on exactly who would coach the club.
The actual confirmation of the coach was probably somewhat intentionally
deliberate as members of the team can attest to the fact that some friction did
exist last season betwen some of the players and the coach. The problem
basically rested in a situation where this particular coach and his assistant did
not command enough respect and enforce disciplinary measures with the
players. Thus, a general atmosphere of little unity existed, and despite the fact
that all the ingredients fpr an excellent team were present, the record and hopes
of the team were overwhelmed by personality conflicts.
This year it will be quite the contrary. The coach that has been selected has
a superb amount of energy and talent to offer this team. Donny Nazzaro, a
Westport,Ct. resident, officially undertook command of the team when the team
met for practice on Sunday.
Having Don as coach is encouraging for several reasons. First, he was a first
line center midfielder for Southern Connecticut State College for his entire
college career and he captained the team in his senior year. After watching
Fairfield teams play Southern four times and each time coming away winless, the
extent of his experience is understood. Southern invariably fields teams that are
extremely physical on the lacrosse field. They are always in excellent physical
condition so they like to run and, more importantly, they thrive on roughing up
their opponents. The Southern teams we have played are well disciplined and
quick. Hopefully, Eton will institute some of these characteristics into our team
this year.
The nature of the work both Don as coach,-and the team members themselves have cut out for them will by no means be easy. Taking into consideration
a challenging schedule and the adverse weather conditions, there are many
preparations to be made in a relatively short time period.
The team will play a ten-game schedule equally dividing home and away
games at five apiece. On the road the club will face the more difficult opponents
in University of Rhode Island, Trinity College, Southern, Connecticut College,
and the unpredictable N.Y. Maritime Academy. At home the team will play
Connecticut College and Southern again, University of Hartford, Marist College,
and finally, Dowling College.
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The PIARISTS
The priests and brothers of the Plarist Order have educated the young for
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Devon, Pennsylvania 19333
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In spite of a few minor obstacles, Don will have a lot to work with. He will
again have the offensive weapon in Peter Murphy, who last year as a sophomore
led the team in total offense. Each year Peter seems to manifest more and more
natural lacrosse ability and it is hoped- that it will continue this season. To
compliment Peter,on the defensive end of the field will be another junior, Teddy
Delaney, who will also be one of the cornerstones.of the team. In one particular
game last season against an improved Marist College team, Teddy displayed an
outstanding talent in the nets as he had 32 saves in the first half alone. His
phenomenal efforts were not sufficient, however, as the club bowed to Marist by
a narrow margin.
Other individuals who will be of great assistance to the team again this year
will be Paul Rowan and Teddy O'Connor, who are the ingredients for a potent
attack. Sophomores Gary Camus and Tom Rice are both sturdy midfielders who
possess tremendous potential. To conclude this list of honorable mentions on
the lacrosse team are two seniors: John Manion and Mike Dylag. If there is
anyone on the team who should be noted for the most brutal hits, it would have
to be Mike a* he seems to have a nose for sitting ducks.
This list of people who will contribute to the success of the team is by no
means complete. There are other seniors and underclassmen who will play an
integral part in the success of the team this spring. Also, there are about twenty
newcomers to the team this year who will be given the opportunity to display
their abilities and make a contribution to the club.
Essentially the lacrosse club has the potential to be a strong unit. This
strength will be augmented under the direction of our new coach, Don Nazzaro.
Lacrosse is an interesting sport to watch if one has nothing better to do on any
given afternoon, or simply if one enjoys watching the fast paced action of the
game. All of our games are played on the field behind Campion, so please come
out and support the team and we will give you sheer craziness at its best.

line. Beusse adds, "Anything we can
afford to do, we'll do "With such open
enthusiasm, the only bad aspect exists
in Coyne's upcoming graduation,
which leaves an opening for any
desiring new voice. It is wished by the
two that a new counterpart join, so
any interested fan can contact Brian in
care of WVOF. Perhaps we have seen
the unfolding of a new tradition here
at Fairfield, and with two such strong
characters as a foundation, it can be
only beneficial to all those involved.
From here Brian and Ed hope to go to
the NIT's, and all Fairfield can say is
"yesss."

Icemen
To End
Against
Alumni
By John O'Mealia
The Fairfield Varsity Hockey team
has one unofficial game left in what
has turned out to be a very long
season for the team.rThe game will be
played at Wonderland of Ice in
Bridgeport and the opponent will be
members of past Stag hockey teams.
The Alumni team has a very interesting roster, which includes 10 of
the top 14 all time Fairfield scorers.
Heading up the alumni team will be
three of last years Division III All-Stars,
John Flanagan, Kerry Brooks and Fred
Carbone. Tom Cohan who was Div. Ill
All-Star in 1976 will also be on the
team.
Other standouts on the team will be
Tony Hartigan and Phil Miller who
were founders of the original club
team which has progressed to todays
' varsity team. The other top scorers in
the game will be Ted Sybertz, Joe
Flynn, Jack Sheehan, Dave Connors,
Fred Bouchard, and Gerry Michaud.
Fred Carbone will be helped in goal by
Terry Hinchie and Ed Palma. Rounding
out the alumni will be Ed Stephen,
Mike Redden and Jimmy Martin.
The members of the alumni team
either hold or share 11 individual
records the most prominant being
Gerry Michaud's record of most
penalties in four years with 206
minutes. The game is at 8:30 Saturday
night and the admission for the game
is $1.00. The reason that this game
costs money for students is that it is
not a scheduled game and the team
has to pay the costs of the ice. It will
be the last gaifle for Captain Richie
Bowler and Assistant Captain Paul
Nolan as members of the team. Next
year they might return as members of
the alumni team if there is, as Doc
McCarthy hopes there will be, a
second annual alumni game.
The Icemen failed to gain a playoff
berth, this seasn and were hampered
by the lack of fan support. Coach Doc
McCarthy summed up the lack of fan
support this year by saying "It is tough
to attract fans with so many conflicts."
He is talking about how more than
half of the hockey teams games were
scheduled on the same nights as
basketball games. Ed Culhane also
remarked that 'The team is not going
to grow unless we get more support
from the school."
It often gets very frustrating for the
players on the team to play in an
Continued on p. 10
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SPORTS
URI Nips Stags, 71-69
By Tim Buckley Fairfield University's basketball
team did just about everything they
could last Thursday night at
Providence against the University of
Rhode Island. Everything but win, that
is.
The Stags showed everyone of the
12,150 fans on hand that night that
they did indeed belong in the ECAC
New England Regionals. The fact is
that they showed everyone their stuff
in the face of adversity. Fairfield
dropped the decision, 71-69 to the
Rams on a jump shot by tournament
MVP Sly Williams with :22 seconds
left. But what really hurt the 22-4 NIT
bound Stags was the absence of
captain Steve Balkun. The night
before, Balkun injured his left ankle
and was forced out of the Fairfield
line-up for the following night's game.
Without Balkun (whose importance
to the Stags probably was never quite
felt until he was out of the line-up for
a whole game), the Stags played a very
strong basketball contest. They found
themselves matched up with one of
the most talented teams that the New
England region has seen in awhile. Sly
Williams proved himself as one of the
premier players in the area, and he had
himself a supporting cast. Williams
scored 28 points for the Rams, many
coming from the baseline, where he is
usually deadly anyway. Stan Wright
was right in the act with Williams.
Wright scored 21 points and added
eight rebounds and five assists for the
23-6 Rhode Island school. The Rams,
who went on to win the tourney by
beating Providence 65-62, shot 65

oercent for the game, while Fairfield
shot 46 percent. Kim Fisher did a fine
defensive job on Rhody star guard
Jiggy Williamson, holding him to only
five shots and six points.
Fisher had himself quite an offensive game too, showing why to the
thousands of onlookers that Fairfield
has two great guards. "Silk" pumped in
26 points and handed out 6 assists in
the solid effort. Fisher made 9 of 17
shots from the floor and enjoyed
perfect success on his eight foul shots.
Joe DeSantis and Flip Williams also
cored in double figures. DeSantis
scoring 16 and Williams, one of four
Wlliams's in the tourney, hit for 11
points.
Fairfield trailed at halftime, 36-30,
but came right back in' the opening
minutes of the second stanza, letting
everyone know they were not about to
give up. The Stags took a. 55-53 lead
with just over eight minutes left
behind Fisher's foul shooting. Stan
Wright brought Rhody back into the
lead after a dunk, 57-56. Rhode Island
shot back with three straight points,
but led by Fisher and DeSantis, the
Stags ripped off a 7-1 spurt to take the
lead before Mark Young fouled out.
The two teams traded baskets three
times in a row before Sly Williams
scored what was to be the winning
basket.
With the Rams ahead by two with
14 seconds left, Fairfield called
timeout. Then after inbounding the
ball, they called for another breather
just two seconds later. "I think they
were surprised to find us in a man-toman defense after the first timeout,

Though guarded closely by URI's Percy Davis, Joey DeSantis looks for the open man in second-half
action. (Photo by Frank Godfrey)
and that is why they went with the
second one," said winning coach Jack
Kraft after the nail-biting game.
Fairfield, looking to Fisher for the
last shot, couldn't get it so the ball
went into Fairfield's Williams. His
eight-foot jumper rolled around the
rim before jumping out, much to the
joy of Rhode Island and the surprise
and disappointment of the large
Fairfield crowd on hand.
"It was a harder game than I expected," said Sly Williams after the
game. "I don't shoot as much from the
outside this year, and I'm getting the
ball inside more from my teammates."
None of the Rhody players had much,
if anything, to say about the absence
of Balkun for the 40 minutes of game
time, but the Fairfield people did. Like

most of the fans in the arena, who
understand that the injury is part of
the consequences of the game and
couldn;t be helped, Kim Fisher felt
that had Balkun been able to play,
there might have been a different
outcome, and maybe different New
England champion. "If Steve had been
able to play, we probably would have
hung on. It Was a classic game/; said
Fisher, who turned out to be a classic
player all year for Fairfield.
As all know, injuries are part of the
game, and for the Stags, who have
been relatively injury-free this year,
this one happened to be untimely.
With the 6-foot-8 captain out, there
was now more pressure on center
Mark Young, who seemed to attract
about half of the gym as a defense

everytime he touched the ball.
The Fairfield team has nothing to be
ashamed of at all. They not only set
scoring and winning records this year,
but they played a great game in
Providence against one of the top 32
teams in the nation without their
leader. After the game, there were
many positive comments about the
^a^ld team ^d _the^r fans being
passed around Providence, which is a
big plus for the school. It's not often
you see the losing team given a
standing ovation after they come out
of the locker room from their fans the
way Fairfield was Thursday night. It
was a tribute to the school, the fans
and the team. Stagmania made its
mark in the capital city of Rhode
Island. It's now time to bring it to the
NIT.

Stags Face Dayton
As NIT'S Open

Kim Fisher prepares to attack the URI defense. (Photo by Frank
Godfrey)

By Tim Buckley
The Stags of Fred Barakat leave
behind them today the snow and cold
of Connecticut for the snowier and
colder reaches of Dayton, Ohio, as
they get ready for tomorrow nights
openning round game of the National
Invitational Tournament.
Fairfield was one of 16 teams
selected last Sunday for the 41st
running of the nations oldest tourney.
It marked the third time that the
southern Connecticut school was
chosen among the participants.
Fairfield was the only New England
school to be selected, and join ECAC
winner and running-up Rhode Island
and Providence as New England
school's continuing play into March.
Dayton serves as the first round
opponent of the Stags, and a team
which Fairfield has never faced. The
game will be played tomorrow night
beginning at 9:00 p.m. from the
Dayton University Arena. Like Fairfield, Dayton doesn't make a habit of

losing ballgames at their own gym. In
fact, Dayton has lost only once at
home this year, but has dropped seven
of the nine games on the road.
Probably the biggest Dayton win of
the season came last Saturday when
they knocked off NCAA bound Notre
Dame.
Early reports indicate that like the
Stags, Dayton has themselves an
excellent backcourt, with one of the
two guard being an outstanding
shooter. Whether they match up with
DeSantis and Fisher remains to be
seen, but it will be guaranteed that
Dayton is used to playing some top
schools, being from the Mid-East.
On the positive sign for Fairfield,
captain Steve Balkun should be back
in uniform and on the court, hoping to
lead Fairfield beyond the first round in
the 1978 NIT. In order to get to New
York's Madison Square 'Garden, the
Stag quintet would have to knock off
Dayton, then travel to most likely
Washington. From there, the semi-

finals (Marcn \3) and Finals (March
21), would be played at the Garden.
But those are two big chores for the
club which earned tremendous
respect from basketball
fans
throughout New England despite
losing last weekend. Now it's up to the
Fairfield team to bring their talent
away from the friendly confines of
New England and New York area, and
demonstrate that they are indeed a
solid Division I ball club. The Dayton
game gives Fairfield a chance to do
this.
Besides Balkun coming back for the
game, still needing 20 points to reach
the 1000 point mark of his career, the
Stags will have the same strength
which has carried them this far already
this season. DeSantis and Fisher will
continue to handle the duties in the
backcourt. Both players demonstrated
why they have to be considered the
finest backcourt team around, in the
ECAC regionals last week.
Continued on p. 10

